
Case Study

APPROACH: 

> The team leader was selected to attend a 
year-long team leadership program designed for 
team leaders and supervisors. The program 
consisted of four two-day workshops. Between 
the workshops the team leaders practiced and 
implemented the learning with their teams.

> A total of 17 team leaders representing different 
companies and industries participated in this 
course.

> The Team Diagnostic™ (TDA) assessment was 
used to measure the pre- and post-program 
status of the 14 factors of Productivity and 
Positivity. This pre-course assessment provided 
the baseline and the basis for goal setting.

MAIN RESULTS FOR THE MEDIA COMPANY TEAM:

> In the media company team the post-program 
assessment indicated significant increase in 
alignment.

> When the leader implemented what she had 
learned in the program, she was able to increase 
optimism and constructive interaction in her 
team.

> This, in turn, increased positivity and created a 
culture of trust and alignment. 

> After they learned what it takes to perform as a 
truly high-performing team, the members of her 
team acknowledged that they had considered 
their responses “overly positive” in the first TDA.

> Additionally, the team leader gained personal 
benefit from the peer support in the program.
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SITUATION: 
 
> As a media company was going through 

restructuring, the team leaders were required 
to increase the productivity of their teams. 

> A team leader of the regional sales team 
acknowledged that she needed to grow 
herself as a senior team leader and help her 
team to perform — especially under the 
mounting pressure. 

> The team leader acknowledged also that that 
she was somewhat “rough around the edges”.

> The team was overworked and fearful of the 
changes.

> An additional challenge for the team occurred 
when a team member left the company (the 
position wasn’t filled), and the team had to 
redistribute the workload and responsibilities. 

  

How a good team became great. One team leader’s 
results after participating in a cross-industry team 
leader program.

CLIENT PROFILE: 

European Media Company

INDUSTRY:

Digital Services/Publishing

LOCATION:

Headquartered in Finland

TEAM TYPE:

Intact sales team

TEAM SIZE:

8

The team leadership program was developed by 
Seattle-based leadership coach Kristiina Hiukka.

+14% Productivity
+15% Positivity

Business Improvements



Case Study: Media, continued

For more information on achieving an average 20% improvement in
Productivity & Positivity conditions using the Team Diagnostic™ please contact:

Kristiina Hiukka
kristiina@kristiinahiukka.com

M: 425.922.8244 / O: 425.462.6613
http://kristiinahiukka.com
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Highlights

Benchmarks

+14% Productivity

Alignment +9%

Accountability +14%

Proactive +13%

Team Leadership +6%

Decision-making +20%

Resources +21%

Goals & Strategies +14%

+15% Positivity

Respect +9%

Confidence +5%

Compatibility +10%

Optimism +22%

Value Diversity +18%

Communication +19%

Constructive Interaction +25%

AFTERBEFORE


